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Abstract— Even if many resources already exist for Modern 

Standard Arabic (MSA), the lack of resources is considered as a 

severe problem that crucially impede the development of natural 

language processing tools for Arabic dialects in general and 

particularly for Moroccan dialect (MD). Hence, in order to solve 

this unfortunate problem, we propose to use the existing MSA 

resources and take advantage of the closeness of MSA and its 

variant MD to perform lemmas translation between these 

languages. In this paper, we describe the building of a bilingual 

dictionary, MSA versus MD, in order to prepare resources for the 

sake of creating a machine translation system of the MD. We 

performed bi-directional translations to compile our dictionary 

entries and ensure high coverage of the dialect. To this end, we 

started by manually examining an existing MSA dictionary and 

translated to MD relevant lemmas. In the same way, we used an 

MD dictionary and selected relevant MD entries for translation to 

MSA. The last step consists in harvesting from the web a set of the 

most recent MD words and extracting the corresponding lemmas. 

After necessary eliminations and manual validation, we compiled 

18000 entries in our new dictionary. 

Keywords— lexicon; bilingual dictionary; Moroccan dialect; 

standard Arabic; translation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Arabic language is composed of two major variants: 

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Arabic dialects. On one 

hand, MSA is the official language of the entire Arab world, but 

it is not the mother tongue of any Arab country. It is widely 

used in the press, broadcast news, writing official government 

documents, education, etc. On the other hand, varieties of 

Arabic dialects exist and are the native languages of Arabic 

speakers. They are noticeably used in informal situations like 

daily conversation between people, telephone communication 

and in some television and radio programs. Recently, Arabic 

dialects are widely used in the Internet as written forms on 

different pages. This content represents a new form of the 

Moroccan Dialect (MD) text. Specifically, we can distinguish 

in the same speech text words of different origins such as: 

MSA, French, Spanish and Tamazight. Consequently, this 

situation presents significant challenges for the Moroccan 

dialect processing.   

The current and recent works on Arabic dialects focus on 

building NLP tools as morphological analyzers [1], POS 

taggers [2], diacritizers [3] but rarely targeted basic resources 

such as bilingual lexicons. In addition, bilingual lexicons are 

key factor in building a machine translation (MT) systems that 

follow the rule-based approach. In the case of the Moroccan 

dialect, there are no available electronic lexicons to the best of 

our knowledge. Moreover, creation of such a lexicon from 

scratch is an expensive process and extremely time consuming 

especially when Moroccan dialect corpora do not exist. 

Thereby, this situation has important negative consequences for 

building a MT system of the MD since we notice a remarkable 

lack of resources. 

We describe in this paper the creation of an MD lexicon, so 

that we may solve the problem of the lack of MD resources 

which is required for developing MD natural language 

processing tools. For this reason, we tried effectively to benefit 

from the closeness of MD and MSA in order to use existing 

MSA lexicons. Indeed, one other possibility is to collect the 

MD content from the Internet or by transcription recorded 

speech between people in the street. However, these two 

methods have the drawback of not ensuring a high coverage of 

the language. Starting with available and high coverage 

dictionaries seems to be a more reasonable solution. To this 

end, we started by translating MD and MSA lemmas in two 

directions, and then expand this content using new words that 

are extracted from internet. Practically, we collected some 

MSA electronic lexicons and translated some of their lemmas 

to MD. Then, we translated to MSA physical copy of an 

existing MD dictionary. Afterwards, we collected from the web 

the most recent and common MD words which do not exist in 

the used lexicons. At last, we performed some necessary 

processing and eliminations to obtain 18000 entries. A lexical 

database is built in order to enhance and exhibit statistics about 

MD lemmas.  
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This paper falls in five parts. Namely, section 2 introduces 

MD characteristics. Then, section 3 reviews the existing works 

about building Arabic dialect lexicons. Section 4 describes the 

method adopted to create our lexicon. In section 5 we evaluate 

this lexicon and give some related statistics. By the end, section 

6 recaps the whole paper and suggests extensions and future 

work. 

II. MOROCCAN DIALECT 

Moroccan Dialect is a spoken variety of Arabic language. 

In fact, it is considered actually as the informal language of 

Morocco and used mainly in daily communication, media and 

commercial advertising. As all the other Arabic dialects, MD 

has its own transcription, phonology, morphology and 

vocabulary. Therefore, it shares with MSA some 

characteristics. However, it has some differences in some 

others. Moreover, MD can be divided into a group of sub-

dialects according to regions. In this paper, we focus on the 

standard MD spoken in center of Morocco and understood by 

the majority of Moroccan people. In addition, it is widely used 

in the media like TV and Radio. Hence, we describe the 

characteristics of the dialect in the following. 

A. Transcription 

For the time being, no standard way has been offered to 

write Moroccan Arabic. Additionally, nobody can deny the fact 

that it was rarely written before the start of the internet. 

Nonetheless, since the last decade, this situation has been 

changed, and the content of MD written forms increased 

dramatically especially in web pages. Thus, MD is in the 

process of getting standardized as a written language.  

Modern Moroccan can write its own dialect in three ways. 

The first one uses MSA characters to represent MD speech. 

Although this writing facilitates the transcription and the 

pronunciation of MD; it has sometimes unnecessary cases. For 

example, silent letters such as ة (end of a word) is pronounced ا 

in Moroccan dialect since this letter has no phonological or 

grammatical function, which is not the case for the standard 

Arabic. Furthermore, this script cannot transcribe specific 

phenomena in Darija such as the pronunciation of G, V and P 

which we transcribe respectively with the letters ف ,ك, and ب, 

such as جراج /garage/, بوسط  /stop/ and الجفي  /village/. Whereas 

the second method uses the Latin script. For, its main drawback 

is that several letters transcribe the same phoneme as in the case 

of K, Q, and QU which can transcribe the letters ق and ط. Vice 

versa, ث and ت can be represented by T. Finally, the last 

transcription is the alphanumeric writing that involves writing 

the Darija using the Latin alphabet and some numbers in order 

to note phonemes that don’t exist in the French language such 

as /ع/ and /ق/ . As an illustration, the word عقوبة /sanction/ is 

transcribed with 3o9oba. This writing, in addition to its aberrant 

shape, has reading difficulties and cannot represent numbers 

with emphatic consonants such as emphatic 'S' or emphatic 'D'. 

The example below illustrates this: 
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B. Phonology 

Pronunciation of MD and MSA is similar, but with two 
major differences. On the one hand, vowels are often omitted in 
MD, especially when they are in the end of an open syllable. 
This is probably due to interference with the Amazigh language 
[4]. For example, the word لغتهم /their language/ is pronounced 
in MSA as 'loratohom', while in Darija it is pronounced as 
'lorthom’. On the other hand, Moroccan dialect is characterized 
by the pronunciation of consonants G, V and P [4] that don’t 
exist in the MSA. As an example, the MD word ‘بومادا’, which 
means ‘ointment’, is written as ‘بومادا’, but prononced as 
‘pomada’. 

C. Vocabulary 

Moroccan dialect basic vocabulary is much influenced by 

MSA lexicon. However, MD is grammatically simpler and has 

a less voluminous vocabulary than MSA. Furthermore, it 

borrows its words from other languages like French, Spanish 

and Tamazight1. A few basic MD words are given below. 

TABLE I.  VOCABULARY OF MOROCCAN DIALECT 

 
Word Origin Darija equivalent 

 شربت MSA شربت

 كنتمشى MSA أتمشى

 فهمتني MSA فهمتني

 ابجاو Amazigh ابجاو

 مش Amazigh موش

 تمارة Amazigh تمارة

Autobus French طوبيس 

Fromage French فرماج 

Fourchette French فورشيطا 

Cuerda Spanish كوردا 

Roueda Spanish رويدا 

Cucina Spanish كوزينة 

D. Morpho-syntax 

Morphology of MSA and MD is similar, but MD one is less 

complex compared to MSA. First, the composition of a 

sentence in Darija [4] is dominated by the order subject-verb-

object. Then the words of MSA origin keep their morphology, 

or have some modifications in their patterns or their affixes. As 

an illustration, the prefix س in MSA is converted to غادي or غا 

in Darija. In addition to that, the conjugation of Moroccan 

dialect verbs is possible using a list of prefixes and suffixes with 

a slight modification in the pattern of the word. Moreover, 

unlike the MSA the conjugation of verbs in the female plural 

and dual does not exist, but it is replaced by the simple plural. 

Table II compares the conjugation of a verb in both languages. 

TABLE II.  VERBS CONJUGATION  

 
 MSA MD 

Dual ضربوهم ضربوهما 

Plural ضربوهم ضربوهم 

Female Plural ضربوهم ضربوهن 

 

Arabic script:                اجي للفيالج غتلقاني حدا الكراج                            

Latin script:                  aji lelvillage ratlquani hda lgarage                        

Alphanumeric script:   aji lelvillage ratl9ani 7da l garage 



Finally, negation in Moroccan Arabic dialects is similar to 

the Arabic dialects of North Africa, where the verb is always 

included between the prefix ما and the suffix ش such as مانكتبش 

/I don’t write/. 

III. RELATED WORKS 

Research performed about building Arabic dialects 

resources has recently increased. However, it remains low 

compared to research performed about building MSA 

resources. In fact, different approaches were adopted to cope 

with lexicon building. As an example, Ahmed Hamdi et al. [5] 

presented a bilingual lexicon of deverbal nouns between MSA 

and Tunisian dialect ‘TD’ in order to integrate it into a 

morphological and syntactic parser for TD. To begin with, in 

order to generate candidate pairs of deverbal nouns, they 

exploited an available MSA-TD dictionary of verbs and a table 

that contains pairs of verbs and nouns patterns. Then, the wrong 

pairs were filtered on the MSA side using an MSA corpus and 

lexicon. Finally, the lexicon built gave coverage of 71%.  
Rania Al-Sabbagh and Roxana Girju [6] review an approach 

to induce a generic lexicon for Egyptian Cairene Arabic ‘ECA’. 
Each ECA entry is mapped to their Part-of-Speech (POS) tag 
and top-ranked contexts based on web queries; subsequently 
each entry is provided with basic syntactic and semantic 
information for a generic lexicon compatible with multiple NLP 
applications. In the end, entries of this lexicon get access to 
multiple MSA tools and resources currently available. As an 
evaluation, the F-measured performance results of the proposed 
lexicon induction approach rate to 70,9%.  

Boujelbane et al. (2013) [7] built a bilingual dictionary 

using explicit knowledge about the relation between Tunisian 

Arabic and MSA. First they extract TD lemmas from a TD 

corpus, then they generate TD pattern and roots after analysing 

MSA roots and patterns. Afterwards, they defined Mapping 

rules based on syntactic distinction to create the lexicon. Lastly, 

the judge evaluation of this lexicon rate to 72%. 

K. Meftouh, and N. Bouchemal (2013) [9] presented an 

approach to build a parallel corpus: modern standard Arabic 

versus Algerian Dialect in order to achieve a machine 

translation for this pair of languages. They recorded real 

discussions between people and removed noisy segments. 

Afterward, they performed a manual transcription of these 

recordings and extracted all words which will be analyzed. 

They assigned, to each extracted word, the corresponding 

standard Arabic form which best fits. This achieves a dictionary 

MSA-Annaba’s dialect and a written dialect corpus. Finally, 

they concluded that Annabian Dialect vocabulary is mainly 

inspired from standard Arabic (65%). The remaining words are 

either of French origin (19%) or of Turkish or Berber (16%). 

IV. METHOD TO CREATE MOROCCAN DIALECT LEXICON 

Our main goal in this paper is to build an MD-MSA 

dictionary taking advantage of the available MSA lexicons and 

also of all the similarities existing between MD and MSA. For 

this reason, we have worked on translation in two directions. 
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The first was from MSA to MD. As matter of fact, we used an 

MSA electronic dictionary in order to translate its entries to 

MD. Whereas the second was from Moroccan dialect to MSA 

exploiting physical copy of a MD lexicon from the old period 

which we have translated to MSA; in addition, we assign to 

each translated word lexical properties such as POS, origin and 

root. In fact, MD roots were assigned to all words derived from 

languages excepting MSA. The MD roots were extracted from 

those words using same method like MSA words. Next step was 

merging the results of this bidirectional translation into one 

lexicon then eliminating redundant elements. After that, we 

observed that the content built (L2 – Fig.1) doesn’t contain 

recent MD words; these words are frequently used today in 

conversations between Moroccan people in verbal speech and 

text communication on internet. To cope with this problem, we 

performed a task to collect from the web several pages which 

contain MD content, and also integrate missed words in L2. 

Hence, we extracted and translated to MSA Moroccan dialect 

words existing in these pages to supply L2. Finally, a linguist 

was responsible of checking the validity of the translation 

made.  

A. Translating MSA words to MD 

We used in the first step Almaknaz2. It is an MSA electronic 

dictionary which contains 20518 nouns and 13465 verbs 

semantically categorized. The main reason why we chose such 

a dictionary is its high coverage of MSA words. In addition, its 

electronic form will avoid for us the costly transcription of 

words, while their semantic categorization facilitates the task of 

translation.  

Fig. 1. Method to create our lexicon 
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After achieving the translation of AlMaknaz lemmas, we 

observed that about 40% of AlMaknaz lemmas are successfully 

translated to MD, however we failed to find appropriate MD 

equivalents for the rest (60%) such as the words: مئبرة ,عضمور 

and سيراء. In addition to that, we noticed that an important set 

of the MSA words conserve totally their forms after being 

translated to MD (كتب and بيت), while others have experienced 

changes in their forms such as (أخطأ is translated to أكل ,خطا is 

translated as كال). Moreover, another considerable set of the 

translated lemmas change totally their forms (وسامة is translated 

to صيكتبو ). Table III shows an illustration of the translated 

words in the first step. 

TABLE III.  TRANSLATED WORDS FROM MSA TO MD 

MSA 

word 

MD 

equivalent 

MD 

Type 

MD 

Origin 

MD 

Root 

ابد Noun MSA إبتدائي إبتدائي  

 إبليس Noun MSA إبليس إبليس

 صال Verb MSA إتّصل إتّصل

 خطا Verb MSA خطا أخطأ

صيكتبو وسامة  Noun French بكص 

 بهل Noun MSA تبوهيل بالهة

B. Translating MD words to MSA 

Given that we don’t have an electronic MD dictionary to 

make translation in the direction MD to MSA, as we performed 

in the opposite direction, we have chosen the physical copy of 

the MD dictionary Colin 3  containing entries translated to 

French. This dictionary is created in the beginning of the 20th 

century, and contains basic MD words that are derived from 

different languages (MSA, French, Spanish and Tamazight). It 

can be considered as the core vocabulary of Moroccan dialect.  

In fact, we started by typing its entries, and then giving their 

MSA equivalents. This task was slightly difficult compared to 

the previous task. On the one hand, this is due to the word’s 

transcription. On the other hand, Colin dictionary contains a lot 

of old lemmas for which it is not easy to find appropriate 

translation. In addition, the lemmas are explained with short 

sentences instead of one-word equivalent. Nonetheless, it 

ensures an explanation text in French of every MD word, so we 

made a considerable effort to give the suitable MSA equivalents 

of these entries when in the case where it is not easy to 

accomplish the task. To sum up, we assigned to each translated 

word its POS, origin and root as performed in the first 

translation direction. By doing so, we observed that, in the 

opposite of the first translation direction, a small set of MD 

words conserve totally their forms after being translated to 

MSA (برنامج is translated to برنامج), whereas others have 

changed in the affixation or their stems ( دنجالوب  is translated to 

 Additionally, the majority of Colin’s entries change .(باذنجان

totally their morphology after being translated to MSA (باضاض 

is translated to  ّحب). Table IV shows an illustration of the 

translated words in the second step. 
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TABLE IV.  TRANSLATED WORDS FROM MSA TO MD 

MD 

 word 

MSA 

equivalent 

MD 

Type 

MD 

Origin 

MD 

Root 

 بضض Noun Moroccan حبّ  باضاض

 بانان

 

 بانان Noun French موز

 

 بطر Noun Moroccan سمين باطور

دنجالوب دنجالوب Noun MSA باذنجان   

 برنامج

 

 برنامج

 

Noun MSA برمج 

 تبرهش

 

 برهش Verb Moroccan ضايق

 

 

C. Collecting recent used MD words 

In order to make our lexicon in a level that can ensure a 

maximum coverage of the Moroccan dialect, we collected the 

recent MD words which do not appear in the MD side of the 

current lexicon made after the two first steps. In fact, we used 

the BootCaT application [8] to collect web pages with MD 

content using automated search engine queries. This toolkit is 

especially made for Bootstrapping Corpora and Terms from the 

web. Basically, the procedure requires only a small set of seed 

terms and key words, as input which we chosen from a MD 

speech text used in daily conversation between young 

Moroccan people. This speech text was mainly extracted from 

some comments made on MD web pages. Afterward, we kept 

in a list only MD words which are compared to words existing 

in our lexicon. As we are a native speaker of the Moroccan 

dialect, we identified easily MD words from this content. This 

task was performed manually due to the inexistence of MD 

automatic identification tools and the small set of data 

extracted. By the end, we obtained about 2000 words which do 

not exist in the MD side of our lexicon and translated them to 

MSA to supply this lexicon. As a remark, we noticed that the 

majority of these words originate from French language. Table 

V gives an example. 

TABLE V.  RECENT MD WORDS 

MD 

 word 

MSA 

equivalent 

MD 

Type 

MD 

Origin 

MD 

Root 

 أنسطل Noun French تنصيب أنسطالسيون

 ديباناج

 

 ديبان Noun French إصالح

 

 بارامتر Noun French عامل بارامتر

 ستون Noun Moroccan شيء ستون

 كوفيتير

 

ىمربّ   

 

Noun French كفتر 

 

 كومونط

 

 كومونط Verb French علّق

 



D. Eliminating duplicate elements 

After performing translation in two directions (MSA to MD 

and MD to MSA), we have counted 3000 entries translated with 

the same method (same MSA and MD properties), for example: 

in the first step, we translated Almaknaz entry مصباح to المبة, 

while in the second step we translated Colin entry المبة to مصباح. 

We deleted those redundant elements from MDED to keep only 

unique words. 

E. Enriching the lexicon 

Since Moroccan dialect continue to integrate new words, the 

lexicon need to be updated periodically. Moreover, once the 

lexicon was completed, we wanted to maximize its usefulness 

for different types of researchers, with different needs and 

skills. Thus, we prepared a lexical database that contains 

properties of each mapping element between MD and MSA 

word, and then we defined two levels of access to this database: 

the first one allows only seeing these properties, while the 

second allow adding and updating necessary elements.  

V. EXPERIMENTS 

We have extracted some insights regarding the MD side of 

our dictionary in order to give a simple illustration about the 

MD vocabulary. Indeed, regarding the number of characters 

composing a MD word, we observed that 88% of MD entries 

are composed from three, four and five characters (Fig.2). In 

addition, we calculated the number of MD word’s according to 

their POS, and compared it to a previous work of H. Jaafar4 

based on Colin dictionary, which give some insights about the 

categorization of MD words. We reached to convergent results 

with a margin of 10% as illustrated in Table VI. Finally, we 

sorted MDED entries according to their language origins 

(MSA, old Moroccan, French, Spanish and Amazigh) and 

reached to results to results illustrated in Table VII.  
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Fig. 2. Amount of MD words according to number of characters 

TABLE VI.  DISTRIBUTION OF MD WORD’S ACCORDING TO POS IN MDED 

AND JAAFAR HAMID WORK (J.H) 

POS MDED 
Percentage 

(%) 

J.H 

work 

Percentage 

 (%) 

Noun 10873 60,41 14370 70,76 

Verb 6864 38,13 5810 28,61 

Stop 

word 
256 1,42 126 0,62 

 

TABLE VII.  DISTRIBUTION OF MD WORDS ACORDING TO THEIR 

LANGUAGE ORIGIN 

Origins Number of words Percentage (%) 

MSA 13974 77,63 

French 2110 11,72 

Old Moroccan 1829 10,16 

Amazigh 69 0,39 

Spanish 10 0,06 

TABLE VIII.  PERCENTAGE OF EXISTING MD WORDS IN MDED 

 Verbs Nouns Stop words Average 

Set 1 81,7% 77,3% 100% 86,33% 

Set 2 87,5% 83,2% 92% 87,57% 

Set 3 72,5% 69,5% 100% 80,67% 

Global 

average 80,57% 76,67% 97% 

 

84,86% 

 

 



In order to evaluate MDED coverage, we used three sets of 

data extracted from different sources. The first one contains 

1000 MD words extracted from a web page. The second 

contains 1000 MD words extracted from a TV scenario. While 

the last one contains 1000 MD words extracted from recorded 

speech between young Moroccan people. This task aims to 

check if the MDED dictionary contains these words. The global 

average of MD words existing in MDED rate to 84,86% in this 

experiment. Table VIII gives details about this experiment.  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTUR WORKS 

This paper presented an effort to create MDED: the MD 

electronic lexicon. It will be used as a lexical resource to build 

a machine translation for the Moroccan dialect. We explained 

the method we took in creating MDED which has the advantage 

of being built exploiting several sources of data. This method is 

based on three steps: In the first one, we translated to MD 

entries of an MSA electronic dictionary, while in the second 

step we performed a translation in the opposite direction (MD 

to MSA). At last, we collected from the internet a set of new 

MD words and translated them to MSA to supply MDED.  

 

We plan on extending our lexicon in terms of size by 

covering words derived from foreign languages, and then 

defining an important set of MD data for testing MD words 

existence. We also plan to enrich it with additional annotations 

such as the pattern and the gender. We will create a web site in 

order to view the content of MDED which will be made freely 

available in academia and industry for research purposes. 
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